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In the north of Italy
In the south of Po’s river

In the north of Modena’sLand
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The territories of Modena and Reggio 

Emilia have similar demographic 

characteristics in line with the region as a 

whole. There is a progressive decrease in 

the birth rate and low mortality rates for the 

older classes, which especially concerns 

women. The white lines instead delimit the 

trend of the foreign population which is 

growing steadily
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Demography context

Men Women
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The context in municipal 

administration
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administration
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The context in 

municipal 

administration

The malaise of public work: why we are 

talking about young people who refuse 

permanent jobs

Many public exams and few 

hires: everything to be redone



The 

context in 

municipal 

administr

ation
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Voluntary 
resignation

Our minister
Municipalities, hiring underway but 

boom in resignations (+89%)



1) In 15 years municipal administration has lost 30% people (from 479233 
to 343269);

1) In 2022-2023 with next generation Italy was open new opportunities to 
hire people;

1) The age of municipal employees is very high >45% has more than 55 
years;

1) After covid period, the resignment improve in public administration;
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Recap



A on boarding  policyA on boarding  policy

A new Recruitment policyA new Recruitment policy

We need a strategy to people retentionWe need a strategy to people retention

1
1
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The recruitment strategy 
1. ATTRACTION OF CANDIDATES

The first phase of a recruitment process is aimed at capturing the candidate's attention and starting to positively 

influence his perception of the organization (Employer branding) so as to push him to send his application 

spontaneously, or in response to a published advertisement. All this to overcome the diffusion of competitions only 

with traditional tools such as the Official Gazette of the Italian Republic.

Actions:

1) posts and announcements with Linkedin

2) audio messages via radio

3) videos on different platforms such as Linkedin, Facebook, Twitter

4) among the first to create a list of suitable candidates (Italian next generation program reform)
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Posts and announcements with Linkedin

In less than a year we created a LinkedIn channel with which to make our organization known. The main and 

most visible activities. Consistent and easy to access posts. Each selection with its own template and 

relaunched on all the most popular channels. For the selection of technical profiles, the use of targeted 

messages via the channel. The channel is followed directly by around 1000 people.

https://www.linkedin.com/company/unione-

terre-dargine/
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https://www.linkedin.com/company/unione-terre-dargine/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/unione-terre-dargine/


Audio messagges via radio

Un example
The Union of Terre D'Argine Municipalities has 
published a notice to search for technicians 
and professionals to be hired in the 
Municipalities of Campogalliano, Carpi, Novi di 
Modena and Soliera, who will help the 
development and growth of the territories also 
with the resources coming from the PNRR.
Participating is easy:
On terredargine.it, you will find the information 
you need
Those who pass the selection test will become 
part of the list of suitable candidates, thus 
having the opportunity to apply directly for the 
Municipalities' next recruitments. and have an 
interview.
Info on terredargine.it
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ASSUNZIONE TECNICI UNIONE TERRE D'ARGINE SPOT.mp3

Union of Terre D'Argine Municipalities 

har publicerat ett meddelande om att 

söka efter tekniker och yrkesverksamma 

som ska anställas i kommunerna 

Campogalliano, Carpi, Novi di Modena 

och Soliera, som kommer att hjälpa 

utvecklingen och tillväxten av 

territorierna även med de resurser som 

kommer från PNRR.

Att delta är enkelt:

På terredargine.it hittar du den 

information du behöver

De som klarar urvalsprovet kommer att 

ingå i listan över lämpliga kandidater och 

får därmed möjlighet att söka direkt till 

Kommunernas nästa rekryteringar. och 

ha en intervju.

Info på terredargine.it

http://drive.google.com/file/d/1NXCrbeitvuXANe9u2-iwkH9uADlike5O/view


videos on different platforms such as 

Linkedin, Facebook, Twitter

Un example
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video-assunzione-polizia-locale (ENG).mp4

video-assunzione-polizia-locale (SWE).mp4

http://drive.google.com/file/d/1N9DNJa1fADg9e0wY98ocohlSjSkyI64k/view
http://drive.google.com/file/d/1NHkaXcPis9J29WxGideklMeWcHDwGtgH/view


Create a list of suitable

In 2022 we revised our regulations, we created a 

partnership with another territory (Cesena in 

Romagna) to apply an innovative tool: list of suitable 

candidates. It allows us to create a list of people who 

intend to work with us valid for three years. As soon 

as a job is created or freed up we can proceed with 

hiring with a simple test (interpello). We needed it in 

particular to search for engineers and architects to 

carry out the interventions financed by Next 

generation Italy. The results were excellent: 15 hires 

in one year. This had never happened in previous 

years
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After two years of new recruitment policy

In two years, 20% of 

all people were 

hired, recovering 

hiring levels from the 

previous 5 years. 

But.....

people need new 

strategies to stop 

and improve in the 

organization 
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On boarding policies

Onboarding is the last phase of the recruiting process, but it is no less important 

for this. The data say that the first 6 months are critical to define whether the 

employee will remain in the company or leave after a short time (it is estimated 

that less than a third of new hires are satisfied with the onboarding phase and 

that after 2 years a third of new hires has changed jobs).

Our policy:

1) improve training

2) smart working 

3) tutor 

4) directly relation with general manager
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Improve training
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A national platform of training

A platform of learning 

https://formazione.terredargine.it/

https://formazione.terredargine.it/


Listening desk. A space with an 

external professional to request help 

in the presence of organizational 

conflicts
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Improve listening



We start with covid period but the 

new idea to have a conciliation 

life/job become an element of new 

public organization. Now we have 

50% people that have subscript a 

specific contract. Not all people 

can use a smart work policy (an 

example is local police)
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Improve smart working
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Direct relationship with general manager
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Direct relationship with general manager
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Already done with kindness

How to create a 

direct relationship 

with my leader

IL COMMISSARIO MONTALBANO - Una lama di luce (SWE).mp4

ENG_2_IL_COMMISSARIO_MONTALBANO-Una_lama_di_luce.mp4

http://drive.google.com/file/d/1Bfy2veT7AQIR5JCpqbw4Xz7kEmdj5WAZ/view
http://drive.google.com/file/d/1GWO5u7BWoes1-PSoLl3bE8NyGiVirEnG/view
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Already done with kindness

Collaborator Fazio: passionate about public affairs, competent, problem solver, 

attentive to the needs of the leader, helps in the internal climate of the office.

Boss Montalbano: capable, intuitive, unpredictable, sclerotic, no smart, very attentive 

to the life needs of his collaborators, protects them, demands of them.

Montalbano and Fazio are kind people who live their passion for public work with 

kindness.

We cannot be kind.

Kindness is strength 

This the key to people retention
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The kindness’s strength

We cannot be kind. We don't always manage to be kind, but we do everything we 

can because I am convinced that aggression, bullying, rudeness and bad manners, 

that is, the opposite of what, with an insult, is called goodism, have short legs, they 

work over a short distance, or rather the immediate distance. They are a fuel that 

burns quickly. In contrast, kindness has a long stride. It excludes neither tenacity nor 

determination. On the contrary, it strengthens them. It is a revolutionary virtue. And 

then I have a certainty, unkind people age worse, they end up being cynical, 

resentful, angry, being kind on the contrary increases good humour and hope, 

sometimes even gives courage and certainly helps to live better. Have a good 

journey

https://choramedia.com/podcast/sulla-gentilezza/

https://choramedia.com/podcast/sulla-gentilezza/
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Retention in our territory 

ATUSS dell'Unione delle Terre d'Argine (SWE).mp4

ATUSS dell'Unione delle Terre d'Argine (ENG).mp4

http://drive.google.com/file/d/1BtiPzS-lDg2pETghhI6Aew_Zxe88Ofl7/view
http://drive.google.com/file/d/1CAu0Qm5V-SNVzX4iP_3DMSZsIFotE3B9/view


What about our Economic system

Micro, small, medium size enterprise

Main sectors:

• Metalworking industry 

• Textile and fashion industry 

• Food industry 

• Agricultural industry  

• Logistics industry
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Retention in our territory: 
Improving business and skills attractiveness

WITHIN THE 
ORGANIZATION

WITHIN THE TERRITORY 

Attractiveness of 

each organization 

is closely linked 

to the ability to 

implement a 

strategic system 

in the territory 
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Retention in our territory. 
Improving business and skills attractiveness:

the visione

TRANSFORMATION 
OF PRODUCTIVE 

CYCLES (Digital, 4.0 
Industry, Artificial 

Intelligence) 

SEARCH OF 
WELL-BEING 

AND LIFE 
QUALITY

• competitive

• attractiven

• high rate of innovation

• skilled people

• quality of life

SUSTAINABILITY 
(circolar economy,

in productive 
cycles)
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Retention in our territory: 
A long term planning strategy 

The long term planning strategy of Unione Terre d’Argine (PUG):

setting the bases for the future

A future strategic view of development aiming at balance 3 strategic assets:

• boosting competitiveness, 

• attracting business and skills  

• increasing quality of life
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Retention in our territory: 
Improving business and skills attractiveness:

1. boosting competitiveness

.

Making existing 
businesses innovate 

and grow

Infrastructure & 
accessibility

Fostering innovation & 
building a start-up 

community
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Retention in our territory
Improving business and skills attractiveness:

2. attracting new businesses

Support access to 
specific founding 

(regional, national, 
local)

Supporting 
relationships 

(institutions, trade 
unions, labour 

unions 

Accelerating time 
of settlements

Support the 
connection with the 
regional innovation 

ecosystem 
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Retention in our territory
Improving business and skills attractiveness:

2. talent and skills attraction

Regional law on 
attractiveness of 
talents (Regional 

Law 2/2023)

Connections with 
regional paltforms 

and network for 
specialized 

personnel (Eroi, S3, 
Tecnopoli, Eures …)

High level and 
vocational  training

Synergies with the 
new University 
branch of Carpi
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Retention in our territory
Improving business and skills attractiveness:

3. well being and quality of life

Our goals:

• Maintain and increase the life quality of 
our citizens 

• Facilitate relationships in the local 
community of foreign people, employees, 
students and their families
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Retention in our territory
Improving business and skills attractiveness:

3. well being and quality of life

Integrated approach to transform 
attractiveness in stability and long-term 
residency

• Housing policies 
• Health 
• Social policies
• Sport and culture
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long term strategy of Terre d’Argine aim to 

manage and support social and economics transformations 
intending to make them human friendly 

in order to build a new model of sustainable development 
within and for the territory

Retention in our territory
our vision, our tool 

for people and businesses attractiveness
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Paola Guerzoni, mayor of Campogalliano

Daniele Cristoforetti, general manager

Francesca Mattioli, economic development manager

https://www.linkedin.com/company/unione-terre-dargine/mycompany/?viewAsMember=true
https://www.terredargine.it/
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